The wind loads on ships are treated under long-term wind conditions. Probabilities of high forces and moments are given. A probabilistic criterion for wind heeling levers is proposed.
origin at the midship section in the waterline plane and of air, A L =lateral-plane area, A F =frontal projected area, L oa = length overall and H Â = A L /L oa = mean are expressed in non-dimensional form as height.
The apparent wind speed and true wind speed u are cx AF 
where s is the ship speed. Wind load coe cients and data of the ferry are given in Fig. 2 , where e is the where q = (r/2)u 2 a is the dynamic pressure of the apparent wind, u a =apparent wind speed, r=density apparent wind angle (e =0 in a bow wind ). 3 WIND STATISTICS resistance) and r N the probability of leeward yaw moment; CX 1/ n and CN 1/n are the respective load coe cients. The wind forces and moments follow from Young and Holland [7] give data of the hourly average wind speed at 10 m height above the oceans from satellite measurements over three years. These can be approxi-X Â 1/n =CX 1/n r 2 u 2 mode A L (6) mated using the Weibull distribution with exponents con ned to a narrow range about 2 [8] . Assuming an exponent of 2, the wind speed follows the Rayleigh
Quantity u mode is the most probable wind speed (modal speed ). Instead of u mode , the mean wind speed The long-term wind load coe cients of Fig. 3 do not angle has been assumed. This should prove adequate account for drift. Drift leads to a reduction especially of where the winds are variable as in the convergence zone the transverse force and the heeling moment. The drift of the subtropical and polar air masses (atmospheric speed of a ship without speed in a beam wind is given polar zone) and may su ce in other regions. The faster by a ship with respect to the wind, the closer to the wind it will sail.
where u is the momentary mean wind speed and 4 LONG-TERM WIND LOAD COEFFICIENTS cd t =lateral drag coe cient. The subscripts o and u mark data above and below the waterline respectively. Long-term wind variations are of meteorological origin Drift speeds of ve ships and relative reductions of the and are allowed for as uctuations of the hourly average transverse force, 1(1v drift /u) 2 , are given in Table 1 . wind speed. Short-term variations (turbulence, gusts) Figure 4 shows the reduction of the long-term transare aerodynamic eOEects. The two regimes are distinctly verse wind force on the ferry due to drift. It decreases separated from each other in that the spectrum of the rapidly when the ship is under way. The amount of wind speed shows a very at, low gap in the range of transverse force and heeling moment reductions is the periods from 1 3 hour to about 2 hours [9] . Hence the same. The reduction of the longitudinal wind force is hourly average wind speed, which is used as the standard negligible. Reduction values of ve ships for n =100, wind speed in meteorology, is a very stable quantity.
related to the respective values in the beam wind, have In addition, its de nition at 10 m eOEective height is been plotted in Fig. 5 . The average reduction for the standard.
ships given in Table 2 can be used as a rough guide. The loads exerted on ships in the long-term regime of the wind primarily concern their extremes. In practice, the probability of certain wind load levels is needed or loads that are not exceeded by a given probability. 3 Coe cients of the long-term average wind loads of the highest fraction 1/n on a passenger/car ferry versus ship speed over modal wind speed; probability of wind force ahead, r X , and of leeward yaw moment, r N Table 2 Average reduction of the long-term transverse wind force due to drift related to the reduction in the beam wind 
WIND ABOUT THE BEAM
force on a passenger/car ferry due to drift
Wind heeling levers are adopted in stability criteria. Most critical situations are those when a ship is out of control drifting in wind and waves (v s /u mode â0). The average transverse force of the highest fraction 1/n can then be approximated by ( Fig. 7 ) (Fig. 10) . are correlated by ( Fig. 8) A slightly diOEerent result is obtained when the ship is oblique to the wind, so that the wind is acting perpen-E(CY ) v s =0 =2.0cy (13) dicular to the ship's centre-line. Assuming as before the Quantity cy can be written as Rayleigh distribution of the long-term wind speeds, the wind speed squared follows the exponential distribution cy =k c cd t
where cd t =cy e = p /2 is the drag coe cient in the beam
(16) wind. Average values for cd t and k c are given in Table 3 . Quantity k c depends essentially on the ship type with an with density average k c =0.71 ( Fig. 9) . Quantity k in the table is a roll moment factor to be used later.
(17) Thus the average of the highest fraction 1/n of the mean hourly transverse force, without reduction due to and expectation E(u 2 )=2u 2 mode . The average of the highest fraction 1/n of u 2 is
( 1 8 ) and its probability of exceedance is
where e=2.718=base of the natural logarithm. Under these conditions the average transverse force of the highest fraction 1/n is given by
If the maximum cy>cd t , this value should be used instead of cd t (see Fig. 2 ). Function (1+ln n) has been added in Fig. 7 . DiOEerences between the forces in wind about the beam (15) and perpendicular to the ship's centre-line (20) are marginal. This is shown in the following example. force or moment due to the wind gustiness, i.e. Fig. 9 Correlation of the angular-mean transverse force coe cient and the transverse drag coe cient in the beam wind Fig. 11 Average transverse wind force of the highest fraction Fig. 10 Coe cient of the long-term transverse wind force of 1/n on a passenger/car ferry at zero speed in the the highest fraction 1/n related to the angular-mean North Sea transverse force coe cient Speed uê(t) is the uctuation in wind direction that is felt superposition of long-term and short-term wind eOEects.
Example
as a gust with increasing force of the wind. The most The following approach is for the transverse force; it is prominent spectrum S u ( f ) for uê in strong winds of an exactly the same for the other load components.
essentially neutral atmosphere is the Davenport spectrum It is convenient to split the momentary wind speed
[10], written in the usual reduced, non-dimensional form u(t) into the hourly average u Å and a uctuating part uê(t):
( 2 1 ) where f = fL/u Å 10 is the non-dimensional frequency of the Quantity b f (t, T ), the gust factor, is the maximum average wind speed over time t divided by the average wind uctuations and L=1200 m is a length parameter. Quantity C 10 is the coe cient of frictional resistance wind speed over T, here 1 hour. Values are given in Table 4 . at 10 m height above ground level. Above the ocean, C 10 =(0.75+0.067u Å 10 ) ×10 3 can be assumed [11] . The Applying equation (28) 
d f with additional consideration of drift due to the mean wind as given in equation ( 10). Quantity b f steady is the =6.0C 10 u Å 2 10
(24) gust factor of u stea dy . The respective gust factor of u gu st is b f gust . Together with As before, the ship is assumed to be unmanageably drifting in the wind. Periods of gusts aOEecting the ship's 
The rst term is static, leading to a steady wind heel; the action of the second term is dynamic. It is assumed that =cd t r
relevant gusts aOEect the whole ship. Design wind speeds recommended by classi cation societies are the average Using the standard deviation of the wind turbulence, over 1 minute for the mean wind speed u steady and the ãm 0u , it can be shown that about 90 per cent of the average over 3 seconds for the gust speed u gust (1 minute uctuations are within ±0.15u Å . Thus the quadratic term and 3 second gusts respectively). of uê(t) can be neglected, so that
The heeling moment about the waterline can be written as
where s H is the height of the lateral-plane centre above The rst term is the mean load Y Â ; it causes a steady the waterline ( Fig. 2) . Quantity k is a roll moment factor heeling of the ship. The second, the load uctuation, may induce roll. It can be written as 
